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Abstract-This paper presents exact closed form solutions to the second-order elasticity problems 
associated with a spherical cavity and a spherical rigid incltision located in an incompressible elastic 
solid of infinite extent. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The equations governing the mathematical theory of highly elastic rubber-like materials are 
highly non-linear in character. Approximate methods of ‘analysis are therefore of particular 
value in instances where these non-linear differential equations are not amenable to exact 
solution. The method of successive approximations is one such technique which has received 
considerable attention. Second-order elasticity theory considers the successive approximation 
procedure to include terms which are quadratic in the displacement gradients and describes the 
mechanical behaviour of rubber-like materials which are subjected to moderately large strains. 
The theory was developed quite extensively by Rivlin [l], Green and Spratt [2], Blackburn and 
Green [3] and Chan and Carlson [4]. References to further studies are given by Truesdell and 
No11 [5], Green and Adkins [6] and Spencer [7]. Recent researches by Choi and Shield [8] and 
Lindsay [9] concentrate on the development of second-order solutions to indentation problems. 
Choi and Shield [8] have also examined the spherical inclusion and cavity problems for a 
special class of incompressible elastic material. The articles by Hill [lo] and Carroll and 
Rooney [ll] describe techniques whereby the solution of the second-order problem can be 
further facilitated by adopting suitable representations of the second-order incompressibility 
condition. The general theory of second-order ‘elasticity foi- axially symmetric deformations of 
isotropic incompressible materials was developed by Selvadurai and Spencer 1121. Their 
method of analysis involves the introduction of a “displacement function” and reduces to the 
solution of a single differential equation for this displacement function. These developments 
were employed by Selvadurai [13] to examine the problem of the central loading of a rigid 
spherical inclusion embedded in an elastic solid of infinite extent. The techniques were also 
applied to the study of the second-order torsion of a spherical annular region [14]. 

A practical consideration which has restricted the usd and application of second (and higher) 
order elasticity theory is that, although in prinkiple the equ,ations are amenable to solution by 
standard techniques of linear analysis, in practice they frequently lead to prohibitively heavy 
algebraic manipulations. For example, it is often required to form products of matrices whose 
elements are lengthy polynomials. Consequently the applications even of second-order 
elasticity have SO far been limited to problems which involve a high degree of symmetry, such 
as bending, torsion, and fairly simple cases of plane strain aiid plane stress. Thus, although the 
theory formulated in [12] was applied by two of the adthors to a number of interesting 
problems as long ago as 1970, the results were not published because the complexity of the 
algebra involved in their derivation was such that it was iqpossible to have full confidence in 
their accuracy. However the recent advent of computer-basekl algebraic manipulation codes has 
made it possible to carry out algebraic manipulations with ipeed and accuracy. Aqrdingly it 
seems opportune to revive the theory set out in [12] and to investigate its applications with the 
aid of these developments. This study employs the computer code entitled REDUCE [15] to 
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perform the required matrix aigebra hr matrices which cor&ain algebraic and trngonometrical 
functions in their elements. The anajysls performed using IXEDUCE rerains the anajytica1 
nature of the second-srder problem and yiegds exact closed form sohhows for the displacemc.r;-6 
and stress fields associated with the second-order problems. We conclude that ehe use C? corles 
such as REDUCE can greatly extend and enhance she value of t&e successive approximatir~n 
approach to problems in finite elasticity. 

En this paper we apply the d~s~~acem~~.t function tec~~~~~~ formulated in [I21 Es the solukon 
of the second-order problem for triaxial loading of an infinite elastic solid c~~t~~~~~ eith- 2 
spherical cavity or a spherica rigid incBusion. This triaxial loading state is s~g~~~c~~~~~ zksec 
difficuk than the simpler states d stress which have been considered ~rev~ou~~y~ For bi?th :ke 
cavity and the inclusion dosed form sshtisns to the second-order problem are obtained. Bo:h 
of these problems have practical as well dbs theoretical interest. The cavity problem is importan: 
in connection with the analysis of growth of voids in porous matelriak. The inclusion p3~ob”kerrr k 
important in rubber technology because hard rubber componnds are made by the intro&~&~ 
of hard carbon inclusions into the relatively soft rubber matrix. 

The basic equations are summarized in Section 2. The spbericai cavity prchiem is analyzed PC 
Sectiior, 3, and the spherical ~~c~us~o~ ~r~~~ern in Section 4, 

The general theory of second-order etasticity is given in Green and Adkins 16:. A detaihed 
account of the displacement function formulation of the axially symmetric pro’rsiem Ic 
second-order elasticity for incompressibk material is given by Selvadurai and Spencer [I 21, The 
relevant results are summarized in this section for completeness. 

The spherical polar coordinates of the referePrce c~~~~urat~o~ are denoted by (Sj @, 8) stick 
that 

R=Ssin8, Z=SCOS8, 
.z : . . 
,’ ; 

where I?> afpp Z are the cylindrical polar coordinates. We restrict our attenth. CC states ~sf S~FD,SS 
which are symmetric about the Z-axis, By using the displacement fmkction Wh.ique, the 
analysis of the first-order or the classical elasticity problem rechces ao the saEutioat sf the 
equations 

where V, is the first-order d~splac~rn~~t f~~ct~o~ and p3 is the first-order hydrostatic pressure. 
~~~atio~s (2) have to be solved subject to a~~r~~r~a~e ~~~~dary c~~~~~o~s fc3r a specified 
problem. The operators E2 and V are, respectively, the ax~symmet~c forms of Stokes’ a-r;6 
Laplace’s differ&tial operators referred to *the s&erHcaf poGr 
configuration and are defined by 

E” 

coordinates of the PeferencL 

,_l 

;, : : 

and E4 = E2E2. 
The first-order displacement components E1 and q1 in the S- and ~-d~ree~5~s re~pe~tivei~, 

are completely determined from the first-order displacement func?km YI by the relations 

The first-order constitutive equation is 

I= -_z?lzi + (%Cl $‘& k, I-, 

where PI is the fimt-order contri~~~~~~ to the Cauchy stress tensor, p is the &stic shear 
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where 

G1= 

modulus at zero strain, I is the unit tensor and 

C,=G,+GT, 

0 ---- 1351 VI 
sao S 

5’+%oto 
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0 

0 51 l%rl 
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(7) 

I* (8) 

The solution of the second-order problem for an incompressible isotropic elastic material 
reduces to the solution of the equations 

E4Y2 = (9) 

(10) 

where Y2 is the second-order displacement function, p2 is the second-order hydrostatic 
pressure and 

(2P& - P& - P& + P& cot 0) , 

Hz= - 
aPg, 1 aP&, 1 
-+Sao+S([P;“” 

dS 
-PC+] cot 0 + 2P& + P&J}. 

The terms P& P&, . . . , etc., are elements of a non-symmetric matrix Pi given by 

and 

P; =plGl + ap[ DC, - G: + (G:)’ + F (QC, - C,Q)] - 2&C:. 

In (14), the operator D is given by 

Q denotes the skew-symmetric matrix 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(16) 

and CZ is a material constant. The elastic constants p and C2 are such that p = 2(C1 + CJ, 
where C1 and C, are the derivatives aWlE$ and aWli%, of the strain-energy function W, with 
respect to the strain invariants I1 and I& evaluated at zero deformation. In particular, if W has 
the Mooney-Rivlin form, then 

w = C,(I, - 3) + &(I, - 3) 

but it is not necessary to restrict W to have this particular form. The second-order displacement 

ES X4-C 



components L& and q2 can be represented in the form 

Tk second-order ~o~tr~but~o~ to the @ax&y stress tensor is given by 

where 

and 

To the second-order in terms of the reon-dimensional parameter E, the displacement 
components are given by 

6 = ~!C “+ e%; Tj = EV’? -+ &* (23) 

Similarly, to order E’, the Cauchy stress tensor and the non-symmetrical ~~o~a~~r~~h~~ stress 
tensor TS are given by 

S* = EP%“1-?- E2S2 (24) 

and 
Tr = E I+&%* 

respectively, where 

?=s2i-QP - 
s 1 

i=-J??I+&+$Pl ias; 

We denote by (s, q5, 0) the spherical polar coordinates, in the deformed configuration, of a 
particle which occupies the position S, @‘, 8 in the reference ~~~~gurat~~~~ Then the 
components, in the f and B directions, of the traction on a surface which in Phe ~~~ef~r~e~ 
~o~~gurat~o~ has normal with ~~mpo~e~i5 ms and m8 in the S and 0 directions are debited by 
& and 8j.l respe&veIy. To order 8’ 

r 
& = &{$~+?zs t P&l@J 4 E2 

i 
P$&%, + P&R, -l-p (P&n, i- P&Rx@)) 

a;, = &{P#Tzs i- F$&#q.J) 4” 2 i 

(26) 

P@rl, + P$_$ppz@ - 
\ 

$ (P&?z~ + Pbi!m,)j 

where P&i), IQ, . . . and P$?, P$jJ!p ~ . . axe the first-order and second-order components of the 
stress tensor 
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3. SPHERICAL CAVITY IN AN ELASTIC SOLID-TRIAXIAL 

STATE OF STRESS 
The linear elasticity problem of the axial loading of an elastic solid bounded internally by a 

spherical cavity was first examined by Southwell and Gough [16]. They applied the results to 
the study of brittle failure of elastic solids containing microscopic flaws. The spherical cavity 
problem was re-examined by Goodier [17] in the study of triaxial loading of a spherical elastic 
inclusion embedded in an elastic solid. The result for the spherical cavity problem also occurs 
as a limiting case of the ellipsoidal cavity problem examined by Sadowsky and Sternberg [18] 
and the spheroidal cavity problem ‘examined by Edwards [19]. In this paper we examine the 
second-order problem related to the triaxial loading of an incompressible elastic solid which is 
bounded internally by a spherical cavity of radius a. The triaxial state of stress at inhnity 
corresponds to an axial tensile stress oA which acts ,in the Z-direction and a radial stress oR 
which acts in the R-direction (Fig. 1). The relevant first-order displacement function Y1 and the 
hydrostatic pressure p1 are 

EY, = Tl 
a3 
j-+T2a3 

> > 
sin’Ocos8 

and 

respectively, where 

(28) 

(29) 

can be identified as the small non-dimensional parameters governing the problem. The 
first-order displacements and stress components derived from (6), (28) and (29) take the forms 

(31b) 

and 

2 -y f” +; c5 + (2 - log3 + 8c5) COS 20 1 + j&.(4 - 4c3) (3lc) 

QA 
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Fig. 1. Spherical cavity in an incompressible elastic solid-Triaxial state of stress. 



Therm, by using (35) we haye 
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From (26) and (33), the boundary conditions associated with the traction free surface of the 
cavity in the deformed body reduce to 

P,;$z 0) = 0 

P&a: 0) = 0 1 v@. (39) 

To satisfy the boundary conditions on the cavity surface we require an appropriate 
homogeneous solution of (36). The three simultaneous ordinary differential equations obtained 
by equating the right-hand side of (36) to zero yield the homogeneous solution for !PZ 

A!; = a3 {k,[” f k,l;“} cos 50 -I” -; k2c4 + k3 -t- k4C2 cos 30 

+ {-M2-;k2C4- k4tZ+k5}cos63]. (40) 

The values of the constants kl, k2,. . . , k5 are determined by satisfying the boundary 
conditions (39). This gives 

where I’ = (2C,/pu). 
The complete solution for W,, together with the expressions for HI and I-& can be used to 

determine p2, the second-order component of the hydrostatic pressure. This formally 
completes the analysis of the problem. From (17), (18) and (19) the second-order displacement 
components gZ and Q now take the following forms: 



The second-order contribution of the symmetric Cauchy stress tensor S, takes the form: 

p.2’ 

S2 = .; (44) 

s$ 

The final resuks for the second-order stress ~o~~o~e~ts Si:), A’$),, . _ . 9 etc., B&E the ~0~~~~~~~ 
fomls: 



(454 
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+ pT,2 
C 
(-4+8f)<% (t&2+3], (45bl 

+ 
287 1030 18- -r f8f 

27 ) ( 

+ 
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In deriving the expressions (42) aud (45)> and other lengthy algebraic expressionas in 91Zs paper? 
extensive use was made of the REDUCE [15] synmbolic manipulation program. Et is extremely 
difficult to carry out these tnanipulations accurately without employing a program of this type. 
The correspoading results for the second-order contribution of the Pioia-Kirchhoff siress 
tensor ‘Is, are given in Appendix 1. It may be noted that for both S2 and T2 the contributiosas 
resulting from the terms dependent on the elastic constant C, (or h), are identical. 
Consequently, the results given in Appendix I pertain oniy to those terms ia TS which are 
independent of C,. Equivalent expressions for the second-order stress Pz (see (27) a& 
expressions (5.13) and (5.35) of 1121) can be obaained from the expression: 

Let us now focus attention on the behaviour of the second-order stress field as S -+ =J” ?‘a 
observe this behaviour we make use of the stress tenso: P”, the second-order contribution r‘s 
which is given by (46). As S --+ m the elements of Pz reduce to the following: 

where 

(48) 
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The stress (47) can be interpreted as: 
(i) a second-order compressive axial stress which acts along the Z-direction, in the deformed 

body and measured per unit area of the undeformed body, and 
(ii) a hydrostatic pressure associated with the deformed state but measured per unit area of 

the undeformed body, i.e. 

(49) 

The first-order stress field corresponds to an axial stress 0, and a radial stress GR which acts at 
infinity and is measured per unit area of the undeformed body. These in turn can be 
represented by an equivalent state of stress which consists of a tensile stress of magnitude 

co, - OR) which acts along the Z-direction and a hydrostatic tension UR. Therefore it is evident 
that if the second-order stress field P2 is to vanish as s-t CO the magnitudes of 0, and 0, must 
be modified to allow for the second-order resultant field (49). We denote the actual values of 
the axial and radial Piola-Kirchhoff stress components as S+ 03 by 02 and 0: respectively. 
Hence to order z?, and using (30) we have: 

Since T1 and T2 are of order E it follows that to order c2 

(51) 

These expressions for T, and T2 should be used in calculating the first-order stress and 
displacement components. For the second-order components it is sufficient to take Tr = 
(a; - 0;),‘4~; T2 = a:/4/~. 

4. SPHERICAL RIGID INCLUSION IN AN ELASTIC 
SOLID-UNIAXPAL STATE OF STRESS 

In this section we examine the second-order problem of a uniaxially stressed incompressible 
elastic solid which is bounded internally by a spherical rigid inclusion. The linear elasticity 
solution to the problem of a spherical rigid inclusion located in a uniaxial stress field occurs as a 
limiting case of the spherical elastic inclusion problem which was first solved by Goodier [17]. 
The rigid inclusion problem for an incompressible elastic solid was also examined by Collins 
[20] whose motivation stemmed from the analogy between slow viscous flow past a rigid sphere 
and its incompressible elastic equivalent. The spherical rigid inclusion problem can also be 
obtained as a limiting case of the rigid spheroid problem examined by Edwards [19]. 

Although attention is restricted to the case of a spherical rigid inclusion in a uniaxial stress 
field it will be shown that the relevant solutions to the case where the inclusion is located in a 
triaxial stress field can be obtained by a simple modification of the solution to the uniaxial 
stress problem. We consider the problem of an incompressible elastic solid of infinite extent 
which is bonded to a spherical rigid inclusion of radius a and subjected to a uniaxial stress 
(aA - OR> in the axial (2) direction (Fig. 2). The relevant first-order displacement function Y1 
and the hydrostatic pressure p1 are: 

I 
sin20cos0 (53) 

and 

&PI = -yT, 
3 5a3 

4+;$+Fcos20 1 



%-‘ps: ir;otropic 

+ 

I-- 

incompressible 

; t?LasPic Solid 

respectively, where, as before: 

The first-order disp~ac~~e~t and stress c~~p~~~nts derived from (6), (53) a& (54) take the 
forms: 

Using procedures similar to those described in Section 3, it can be shown that the particnlar 
solutim of (58) has the form given by eq~t 437), where the ~~~sta~ts Al, B1 p I j . f r;%, are 3.3-a 
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given by 
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A 
25 275 

1=z; AZ= -288; A3=$ f 

B,=$; 
5 

B2= -48; B3=-$, 

Q=D2=03=0. (59 

The displacement boundary conditions applicable to the spherical inclusion problem are 

f&Y 0) = 0, 

%(Q, 0) = 0, I 
V0 

* 
(60) 

Here again, the relevant homogeneous solution is given by eqn (40) where the constants 

k~, kz, . . . , k5 now take the forms 

k,=-T:(l-2r)g; k2 = - T:(l - 2I’) $, 

k3== -T;-(1-2& k4= T;(l-2I$&. (61) 

k5 = Tf(1 - 2r) A, 

where r = (2&/y). 
The complete expressions for the second order displacement components & and 1;12 are given 

by: 

~~5~=~:~[~0~40{(1-2r)(~~~-$3~+55-3~) 

+ -;59+;~7-; 

( 

+4+!?~2)} 

+c0s2t3{(l-2r)(~g7-$Q6+$g5+~~4--&2) 

+(-3~9+;1_7-$55-;54+@+$)} 

+((l-2r)($p---g e6+g-&$-&52) 

+ 259+!cp7_g 

( 
55-z r4-; 5”+$)}] WW 

and 

Omitting details of the calculations, it can be shown that the second-order contribution to the 



hydrostatic presswe pz is given by: 
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+ 

+ (64c) 

~~$3 = c2S@ = PCIT~ sin 40 [ . -[(+)+~~+ (-~+)*8 

(64d) 

Corresponding results for the second-order component of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
T, are given in Appendix 2 where, again, it is necessary to record only the contributions from 
terms independent of the elastic constant C,. As in the previous sections, obtaining the 
solution was facilitated by using the REDUCE program. 

The results presented earlier can, with certain minor modifications, be extended to cover the 
case of the spherical rigid inclusion which is subjected to an axi-symmetric triaxial stress state at 
infinity. Considering the first-order solution for uniaxial loading [eqns (55) and (56)] we can 
superimpose a constant hydrostatic stress of magnitude ~ a,. Since the medium is incompressible 
and the inclusion is rigid, the addition of the extra hydrostatic stress leaves the displacement 
field (55) unaltered. Consequently, in the triaxial stress, case the relevant first-order hydrostatic 
pressure component and the first order stress components I’!$)‘, P&,, etc., take the forms: 

--Epl=pq ~+~~3+5~3cos20 
[ 1 +4pc1T, (65) 

and 

EP$;) = pT,[2 + 5c3 - 4c5 + (2 + 15c3 - 12c5)cos 20]+ 4pT2, 

&P$$, = ,uTI[3c5 + 5c5 COS 20]+ 4/LT2, 

&P& = pZ[2 + 85 + (-2 + 75;5)cos 20]+ 4/L&, 

.zPf$J = pT,[(-2 + 5c3 - 8c5)sin 201 

(66a) 

(66b) 

(66c) 

(66d) 

respectively, where, as in (30), 

T2=$ (67) 

These stress components give the appropriate triaxial stress state as S --, a. 
From (14) it is evident that the extra contribution to P$_ due to the added hydrostatic stress 

oR occurs only in the leading term p&,; i.e. the extra contribution to Pi (denoted by 3:) takes 
the forms: 

&, = 4pT,T, -3-;r3+;r5+(-;53+;P)cos20], 

(684 

(68b) 
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E2?& = 4pTT,T2(l - 5<” -I- 4T$)sin 28, (SM) 

E2F Qs = 4pr1 Tz,(l + 4<5)sin 28. (68e) 

It can be verified tkaat these additional terms do not contribute to the differentiai equation 
governing the second-order displacement function Y2; thus the second-orde$P d~s~~~~~~e~~ 
components & and q2 given by (622) remain unchanged, The additional term of 
contribute to the second-order component of the ~~dro~~atic pressure p,. Th 
tions from & and tke added hydrostatic stress state oR occx lan the ~e~~~d-~~de~ ~~~~~~~~~§ oi 
the Catchy and ~~~~a-K~r~h~o~ stress tensors F$ and TS ~e~~~~t~~e~y~ 

Considering (XI>, the “‘extra” ~o~t~~~t~on to S2 (derroted by S2) due to the ~~dro~~~~~~ stress 
state is given by: 

Hence the second-order components of the Cauchy stress Sz presented 4n eqns (44) for the case 
of a miaxid Eoading of the infmite medium by an axial stress (CA - ~3~) are ako applicable for 
the situation where the infinite medium is subjected to the kbri~&1_E EoadGr~ag by an axial stress ckk 
and radial stress cy, in the Z- and W-direction: respectiveIly. 

The “extra” ~o~tr~bu~~o~ to T, (denoted by TJ due to the hydrostatic stress state is gBven by: 

The behaviour sf the second-order stress field as S -+ 0~ csn again be examir,ed by eva’iuating 
the components of P2 [defined by (46)j as S ---p SC_ Considering (46) we find that as S---P 00, P2 
tends to precisely the values given by (4’7)) with aI and Qo, defined as in (48)_ Thus the 
interpretation of the far-field stress given at the end of Section 3 aiso applies in the case of a 
spherical rigid inclusion. 

The generalized results for the spherical rigid incluskm problem can be sxmm-mized in the 
following manner. Consider the problem -where an i&mite space is bounded internally by a 
spherical rigid inclusion and subjected to axial and ra& ‘ai stress fields cxA and cr, respectively, at 
~~finity~ The first-order results for the d~s~~a~ements and stress fields are given by (55) and (66) 
respectively. The second-order dis~~a~eme~t ~orn~o~~~ts are given by (62) and the Gauchy 
stress components in the deformed body are given $‘j (64). The components of the 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor can be obtained by combining the elements of $z with those given 
in Appendix 2. Tt can also be shown that as A’* 03, the components of the stress tensor Pz 
exactly reduce to the result (47) obtained for the far 4e%d stress associated with the spherical 
cavity problem. Thus the modified vaEues a: and 0: of the axial and radia?. stress at Idrge 
distances from the indusion are exactly those given by (5(a), 

The algebraic complexity of the operations imoiofved has been a major ~~~ed~rne~~ to the 
development of analytical solutions to three-d~rne~s~ona~ problems In second- and ~~~P~~~-~~~~r 
e~ast~~~ty theory. This paper shows that computer-based symbolic rna~~~~~at~o~ techniques in 
applied mathematics can be used to considerable advantage to overcome this di%c&y. The 
efficiency of both the displacement function formulation in second-order elasticity theory and 
the computer based solution scheme is ilustrated by their application to certain axisymmeteic 
problems involving e‘lastic solids of infinite extent which are bounded interna”YZy either hy a 
spherical cavity or a spherical rigid inciusion. The second order solutions are developed in 
exact closed form. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Triaxial Loading of a Spherical Cavity Located in an Incompressible Elastic Solid 

The components of the second-order Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, which are independent of the elastic constant C,, 
take the following forms: 

+ ,uT$[35” - 3c3] + . . . terms in C, 

+.uT,” -6ic6+ic3 
1 

f.. . terms in C, 
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